Kim and I have talked about the unimaginable and cannot comprehend the turbulence and pressure brought about by illness or mishap.

Thank goodness for The Wee One Foundation and the support generated through tournaments across the country. Since its inception in 2004, the Wee One has gifted over $800,000 to families in unpleasant situations. In Minnesota alone, over the last five years the MGCSA has generated over $75,000 for the foundation and, through the process, helped four families.

Kim and I are also proud of the special club we belong to within the Wee One Foundation. After much discussion we agreed three years ago to join the One Percent Endowment Campaign, beyond our annual $75 membership fee that immediately goes to help current needs.

The goal of the One Percent Endowment Campaign is to raise $10 million in 10 years to help support families in need forever. The One Percent Endowment Fund will provide a permanent source of supplemental funding for Wee One mission and new endeavors to benefit individuals and families in the golf course industry. 100% of funds generated through this campaign will be placed in a permanent endowment fund. We feel strongly that this is our opportunity to really make a difference in an industry that has provided us with our livelihood.

We are so enthusiastic about this organization, that this year we jacked up our contribution through additional support of The Rock contest at Brackett’s Crossing Country Club. Thank you to those who forced us to make our match pledge.

However, surprisingly and unfortunately, across our whole country, and the over 17,000 members of the GCSAA, fewer than
400 individuals participate as annual members for just $75 and only 57 individuals and 8 companies support the Wee One cause at the One Percent Endowment level.

Please do not interpret my writing as being a braggart or attempting to shame anyone into participating. I guess I’m just startled at the limited individual support this amazing foundation receives. Yet on the flip side of the argument, Kim and I are thrilled to be able to support such a worthwhile cause so I guess it balances out my feelings.

Everybody gets to choose who they support, how much they support, when they support and if they want to support anything at all. We have done our research and decided that rather than watch our discretionary resources dissolve in a bottomless cause, and as this is our primary philanthropic expenditure, we would rather share a gift with our peers and live comfortably knowing all of our support goes where we want it to go; to our friends in the industry and their families when the going gets tough.

It is our greatest wish however, that none of you will ever need benefit from our support.
One Cause. One Goal. One Percent.

One Cause: Help golf course management professionals and their dependents that are having trouble paying medical bills due to the lack of comprehensive insurance or adequate financial resources.

One Goal: Raise $10 million in 10 years to support these families.

One Percent: Donate 1% of your 2014 revenue, maintenance budget, or salary over the next 10 years in 10 payments.

Example Contribution:

2014 Salary = $70,000

1% = $700

Donation = $70 per year for 10 years

To learn more about One for the Wee One, visit weeone.org/onepercent or call (630) 457-7276.
Leadership Skills for the Golf Course Agronomist

Following the morning program will be a lunch and bowling. Attire for the day is casual.

7:30 - 8:00 Registration Breakfast by Mike Kelly and
8:00 - 9:15 Changes In Direction
    Matt Cavanaugh, UMN
9:15 - 10:00 You Can Own Your Future Part I
    David Purdy, Wealth Management Midwest
10:00 - 10:20 Networking Break
10:20 - 11:00 You Can Own Your Future Part II
    David Purdy, Wealth Management Midwest
11:00 - 12:00 USGA Reflections Upon the Industry
    Bob Vavrek, USGA Senior Regional Agronomist
12:00 - 2:00 Pizza Bar and Bowling!
Sponsored by Chris Hoff and

Please use Universal Registration form at mgcsa.org

Pre-registration closes on November 12, 2013

Cost of the Day: $30, Seats Limited to 60

Education, networking, lunch and bowling!

The MGCSA encourages all Assistants, Technicians and Students to attend this fun event. It won’t be the same without you.
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Is There FootGolf in Minnesota?
By Maciek Gralinski, FootGolf Minnesota

I have been asked that question many times in the last year or so and I am happy to report that the answer is an enthusiastic YES!! As this new and exciting sport is taking over the world, our local golf courses in beautiful Minnesota are not far behind. As of mid-October 2014 we can proudly say that we have over 264 FootGolf courses in 41 US states and 10 in Minnesota. When I say we, I mean American FootGolf League (AFGL), which is responsible for bringing this sport to the US, as well as overseeing the development of it in this country.

What I admire the most about AFGL is the insistence on featuring FootGolf ONLY on existing golf courses. So, FootGolf is not competing with golf, but living in a special symbiotic relationship with golf, because if you ask yourself the question what FootGolf is, the simple answer is GOLF, but with a soccer ball. We follow the exact same rules and etiquette as golf and our dress code is closely related to traditional golf attire – think Payne Stewart. We do have bigger balls (!) and use our built-in clubs (feet), but that is where the differences end and similarities begin. We got pars, birdies, eagles and yes, hole is ones!!

FootGolf course parameters

An average FootGolf course is built on an existing Par 3, nine hole course. Due to shorter holes, Par 3 golf courses are perfect for featuring nine hole FootGolf courses. The average FootGolf distances are shorter, as players do not kick the ball as far as golfers. FootGolf par 3 ranges between 50 to 90 yards, par 4: 90 to 150 yards and par 5s are longer than 150 yards.

Given those distances, executive Par 3 courses can install 18 holes of FootGolf, as the distances are a bit longer and you have room to implement two FootGolf holes for each traditional golf hole. Same can be said about 18 hole golf courses, which can add 18 holes of FootGolf on either front or back nines of their courses. Currently in MN we have three 18 hole and seven 9 hole FootGolf courses. Two of the 18 hole courses are located on 18 hole golf courses (Columbia and Hiawatha, Minneapolis) and one on executive Par 3 (Angushire, St. Cloud).

Depending on the golf course layout, one can design the FootGolf course on each hole or skip a hole and install two FootGolf holes on a longer fairway. Water is generally avoided, but not always, as the ball floats, so depending on the depth of the pond it can be retrieved, but to make things easier for FootGolfers, holes featuring water are not used.

FootGolf greens

I can imagine reactions from golf enthusiasts when they are learning that this FootGolf thing is going to be installed at their course and there will be this huge 21 inch hole on their greens!!! Well, relax folks, we respect golf and we leave the greens alone. FootGolf greens are usually located off the golf greens and whenever our soccer ball lands on the golf green, we carefully remove it from there and take a free drop, then we take our kick from outside of green.

FootGolf green locations vary greatly, depending on the golf course layout. We do like to have a "green" as well. Not so perfect as golf green, but close enough. Having grass cut to a shorter length, fairway cut is perfect. Some holes are located on the fairways, in the rough, some are off fairways, allowing the maintenance crew an easier path to mowing. There are no regulations as far as how big the FootGolf green should be. It is left to the golf course designer or FootGolf course designer.

We have some awesome FootGolf greens in Minnesota. My most favorite hole in the state is at Cragun’s Legacy Reversible Par 3 course in Brainerd area. They have an interesting reversible Par 3 course, where you play to the same green from different tee boxes. As we were designing their FootGolf course in early spring, Eric Peterson, the course manager suggested that we actually put hole number 9 (or 1, depending which direction you are playing) on the actual golf green, as there was no other spot available off the green and the green was very big and able to accommodate the 21 inch cup, without interfering with golf holes.

The first time I played that hole after returning to Cragun’s last summer, I remained there, after our round, for at least 20 minutes just putting to that hole. My kids were getting antsy to leave, but I kept saying: "One more putt!". They finally had to steal the ball from me to make me leave.
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FootGolf cups

AFGL regulation cups are 21 inches in diameter and 15 inches deep. They have a hole in the bottom to accommodate a standard golf cup and flag stick. Installation of FootGolf cups is fairly easy, if you have a 20 inch auger. The old fashioned way is not too bad, unless you have 18 holes to dig! We FootGolf purists like to have the cup about quarter inch below the turf, so the ball rolls into the cup easily without any obstacles – just like golf!

FootGolf equipment

FootGolfers are very picky about their equipment, at least the more advanced ones. We use standard soccer balls, size 5 for adults or size 4 for younger FootGolfers. We do not use cleats or studs. Recommended shoes for FootGolf are flat or turf soccer shoes, however any comfortable athletic shoe will do just fine. It is very common for golf courses to have soccer balls available for rental, as the new wave of beginners may need them. Most players bring their own. I met some South American FootGolfers during various FootGolf tournaments, who will search the internet for a specific kind of ball, which they claim can gain them a few yards as well as make their putts go in. Since they have been winning most tournaments, there must be something there!

Playing FootGolf

FootGolf is a lot of fun to play. It is a bit easier than golf, plays faster and less expensive. What else can I add to make it more attractive? It is interesting to watch folks who play soccer trying FootGolf for the first time. They seem to think that they can just kick the ball very hard and it will just roll into the hole. Well, they forget about the wind, the grass, the fairways, the undulations, the bunkers (beach soccer anyone?), the smart alecks who play with them, the roll outs, the near misses, the ball stopping on the edge of the cup – sound familiar?

I like to compare FootGolf to a proportionally enlarged golf green and golf ball as the same rules of trying to get the ball in the hole apply. It takes a bit of thinking and strategy and paying attention to detail to make sure you make par or birdie or eagle or dare I say hole-in-one! It very much resembles the game that we have been playing for a long, long time!
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Happy FootGolfing!!

Hole-in-one at hole number 16 at Columbia Golf Club - Minneapolis, MN